LEMMA 2. Let & be a design, T an automorphism group of &, p, q points, and B, C blocks such that p G B -B C\ C, q G B Pi C. Also let 6, 6' G T(p, B) and <p, <p f G T(q, C). Then (i) [d,v] G T(q,
(ii) As 0'r 1 
and <? commute, ^ G T(q, C) C\ T(q, C 6 ' 6 ' 1 ). If d'd~l is in r(£, B) c , it fixes all lines [1, p. 65] on p meeting C and consequently is contained in T(p,B) C\ T(C).
(iii) As 6 and p-y commute, <?~y G T(g, C) C\ T(q, C e ). If 6 G r(p, 5) c , then (9 G r(£,5) H r(C). THEOREM 
Let 2? be a design admitting an automorphism group V such that, for each block X, T x has a normal subgroup U(X) ^ T(X) satisfying the following conditions: (i) U(Xy) = U(X)y for all X and all y G T; (ii) U(x, X) ?± 1 whenever x G X; and (iii) U(x, X) C\ 11(F) = 1 whenever x G X ^ F. Then «2? is the design of points and hyper planes of a finite projective space, and T contains the little projective group.
We remark that the case II(X) = T(X) of this theorem is only very slightly weaker than the theorem itself, and suffices for our application to Jordan groups. In later results, only the case II(X) = Y{X) will be considered.
Proof. Let X and F be distinct blocks, and suppose that
. Then |n(y, F)| ^ |n(y, X)\ and |ll(x, X)| ^ |n(y, X)|. As x and y are any points of X, while X and F are any blocks on y, it follows that |n(x, X)\ = g is independent of the block X and the point x £ X. The above mappings are thus bijective.
Let 1 9^ a G II(x, X) and y G II (y, X). Then 7 = [a, p] for some P G n(y, F), and ay G II (x^, X). Thus, n(X)* is a subgroup of II (X). Similarly, II (x)* is a subgroup of T(x). By Lemma 1, there is a prime £ such that g, \U(X)*\ = 1 + (g -l)k, and |ll(x)*| = 1 + (g -l)r are powers of p. In particular, g\\{k -1) and p\r. (iii) implies that II (x)* acts regularly on the blocks not on x. Thus
Thus, r = g\ + 1. If 3/ 9^ x, then, since n(x)% acts regularly on the blocks not on x,
It follows that II(x)* is transitive on the blocks not on x and II(x, X) acts regularly on ^X when x £ X. Then 1 + (g -l)r = |n(x)*| = b -r and each line has at least g + 1 points. However, each line has at most [3] ).
Proof. By [3, Theorem 6 .5], we may assume that lines have more than two points. By [3, Lemma 8.1 (ii)], for each x G X the given subgroup II(X) of T(X) has a non-trivial element fixing x blockwise. Since II(X) is abelian, it is regular on fêX. The result now follows from Theorem 1. Proof. Blocks will again be called lines. A line L is an axis if T(c, L) ^ 1 for some c G L, and a non-axis otherwise. In view of Corollary 3, we may assume that non-axes exist.
As in the proof of Corollary 3, if L is an axis, then
an axis ^L on c, and 1 ^ y G T(c, M). By Lemma 2, a -> [a, 7], a G T(d, L), defines an injection T(d, L) -» r(c, L). By symmetry, | T(c, L)\ = g(L) depends only on L. Similarly, | r(c, M)\ = g(L). By our previous argument there is a prime p such that T(L)* and T(c)* are ^-groups. Set g = g(L). Then |r(L)*| = 1 + (g -l)k shows that g\\(k -1). If there are 5 axes on c, then |r(c)*| = 1 + (g -l)s. Suppose that s < r. Since T(c)* acts regularly on the points ^c of a non-axisth rough c (by (ii)), [1 + (g -l)s]|(fe -1), contradicting g\\(k -1).
Since c is any point, and all lines on c are axes, there are no non-axes, a contradiction. THEOREM 
Let 3 be a design with X > 1 admitting an automorphism group Y fixing a block B and satisfying the following conditions: (i) T(x,X) is non-trivial and acts regularly on ^X whenever x G B and x G X; and (ii) If X and Y are blocks ?*B such that BC\Xr\Y^^butBC\X^. BC\ F, then BC\X~fr BC\ Y. Then 3 is the design of points and hyperplanes of a projective space.
Proof. Let x and y be distinct points of B, and X a block on x not on y. As r is transitive on B, \ r(x, X)\ = g r is independent of x G B and X ^ B on x. As already noted, g' is a power of p.
defines an injection T(y, B) -> T(x, B). By symmetry, this is bijective and | T(x, B)\
We now prove that T(x)* is a group. We have already shown that T(x)*T(x, B) C r(x)*. Once again assume that X and F are distinct blocks 5*B on x such that there is a point 3/ É 5H F-5Hin F. Let X and X' be distinct blocks on g, so that |X Pi X'| ^ 2 by (ii). Let q j£ x G X r\ X', z G X' -X C\ X', and 1 9* Ô G T(z, X'). By Lemma 2, a -> [a, ô], a G T(x, X), defines an injection T(x, X) -> r(x, X'). It follows that g(X) ~ g(X r ) = &' i s independent of the block X on q. To show that r(X)* is a group when q G X, let g, x, and y be non-collinear points of X, letq, y G Fandx g F. Also let 1 9* a G r(x, X)and/3G r(y, X). As usual, p = [a, 7] for some 7 6 r(y, F). Thus, a/3 G T(X)*. Now let g, x, and 3> be distinct and on X, let l^aÇ T(x, X), 1 ^ £ G r(y, X) and a/3 g T(X)*. Then qx = qy. lî q £ Z and x G Z, then by (ii) there is a point 2 ^ g on I H Z. Let , 5], so that a/3 commutes with ô and thus fixes Z. Since «0 also fixes all blocks on g and x, a/3 G T(X) Pi T(g) C T(X)*, a contradiction. r(X)* is thus a group.
By a standard argument, T(X)* is an elementary abelian ^-group for some prime p. Thus, g, g', and 1 + (g -1) + (g' -l)(fe -1) are powers of p, and g|| (k -1). By (i) it follows that g\ (v -k) but gjf (v -k) . It follows that g\\(?-1).
Let x 9 e q, and let X and F be distinct blocks on q and x. In the usual way we can define a bijection T(x, X) -» T(x, F) in order to show that T(x)* is a £-group of order 1 + (g f -1)X. Then g'\ (X -1). Since T(x)* acts regularly on the blocks on q but not x (by (i)), p\ (r -X). Thus, p\(r -1).
T is transitive on the points 9 e q> For, if L is a line not on q and x G £, then r has a ^-element fixing x and L but moving all points of L -{x}. The assertion then follows from Gleason's Lemma [1, p. 191 ].
Since T(q, X) C\ T(q, Y) = 1 if q Ç X H Y, X ^ F, the subgroup YJs) of T generated by T(g)* is an elementary abelian ^>-group. Clearly T(q) <\ T. Then all orbits of T(q) of points ^q have the same length g. If q £ X, then
